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Trends Nationally (ASERL
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show data from ASERL schools and North and South Carolina Schools-graph trends.  Discuss how most things are down.ASERL, looking at compilation of data, from 2000-onwards, print has decreased every year.  It is a drop in 48%, with the amount of circulation/total student enrollment having going down 68%.  This is something that is clearly happening across the larger libraries in the country, those with a focus on research and graduate work.  And it is not a less students thing-enrollment at these schools has jumped up 74% since 2000.NCES data is down 40% nationally in terms of print use.



Trends Nationally (Carolina Consortium)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looked at all Carolina Consortium schools, out of them, over half have had decreases over the last two five years consistently, and 2/3rds have decreases in the last three years, starting in 2014.  (Do pie chart).  Clearly, while some schools are not following it, it is a pretty consistent trend. (based on IPEDS data)



Trends at UNCG
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All print things have fallen over six years of date.  Our ILL dropped 10% last year and has dropped 5 out of the last six yearsPrint reserves have fallen over the past three years, falling by 37% last yearLoans are at their lowest point in six years, with the greatest fall being from graduate students and facultyPrint checkouts down 61% since 2000, we have grown 25% and added new programs!However, people in building has doubled in last 15 years, up to 1.2 million. 



Trends at UNCG (cont)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also see that our e has now passed our circulation of print, even though it still makes up less than our print in terms of number of volumes in our catalog (yes, we know that these are not totally equal, but it should be noted that this year is the first time this has happened)



Why?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With eBooks there can be more use per title, as multiple people can view them at one time, this makes them a more popular model for students, especially those trying to get some information quickly (11.7 uses per ebook, 8.6 per print).  They also account for 42% of catalog and 60% of total use, so clearly they seem to be preferred.Distance Ed and Online Learning, print is cumbersome for these titles.  Hard to access, much better to use electronic resources



Our Reaction: Weeding!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
iscuss our own reaction to this and our own work, how we have studied the trends and what we have decided to do about it-weeding for the first time to reduce collection (share criteria), increase in space, switch to purchase of E as default, removal of reference collection (dig up those numbers).  Talk about process we went through Idea of “rightsizing” the collection to match student and faculty needs.  Libraries have realized that with lower use and a greater demand for space, measuring worth by the size of a collection may not make sense for every library.  ACRL top ten trends indicated “rightsizing is the norm”Raise your hand if you are involved in a “rightsizing, aka weeding” projectWeeding project:Focused on books that have not circulated in 1940-99, with no circs since 1992. Remove all duplicates, and multiple copies. foreign language titles with only 1 or 2 circs since 1992, and none in last 15 years bibliographies, dictionaries, and directories with only 1 or 2 circs since 1992, and none in last 15 yearstheses and dissertations from other schools with only 1 or 2 circs since 1992, and none in last 15 yearsKeep all gov docs, giftsAlso went through and looked through print journals, checked to see if we could easily get online or already did, weeded a large amount of those print journalsDid a massive removal of reference collection-this was done much more manually since we did not have user stats, so everyone went through and marked things and made sure we could get them online or they were old or no longer fit into the curriculum.  Removed all old editions.  Got rid or moved 64% of ref collection. 



Our Reaction: No Growth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like many other libraries, changing how we purchase.  Focusing on e, especially in journals, but also in Books.  We have a default purchase of e and we have put in place a No growth policy.  Once we weed our collection, the collection will not grow significantly.  If we add lots of print books, we have to get rid of lots of print books.ave received blowback from some departments when we announced our plans, and some librarians.  Have had to have special meetings with a few, and also changed the plan to not weed certain departments as heavily.



What are you doing at your library?
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